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ABSTRACT

Our research report explains about “student awareness about human right”. We 
had chosen diploma in public administration and bachelor in administration 
science as our case study.
The method that we use in this research is through observation, research, 
comparison, news cutting, magazine and internet. We had distributed 100 copies 
of questionnaire. And the result that we get from that questionnaire will be show 
in statistic form.
Early and systematic step should be taken by the responsible organization in 
order to give and teach the public’s especially the students about the important of 
human right. So, they can aware about their right and try to protect it.
We hope all the suggestion that we get through this research will bring benefit to 
all people who involve in.



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1 .0 INTRODUCTION TO HUMAN RIGHT

Kofi Anand defines human right as the foundation of human existence and 

coexistence. Human rights are universal, indivisible and interdependent Human 

rights are what make us as a human. They are principles by which we create the 

scared home for human dignity.

Human rights are the rights a person has simply because he or she is a human 

being. The notion of human rights sees every born man in this world shall 

possess the same rights exercisable by himself. Those rights are fundamental 

because they guarantee the human’s enjoyment of life and quality of life, for the 

matter that to be preserved. Human rights are also basic because their 

maintenance will allow other rights to be enjoyed by human. All human kind in 

this world consequently possesses these rights regardless race, tribe, gender 

origin or any social and political status.

The idea is that all human beings are one family, thus the basic rights arise there 

from shall remain one single issues irrespective political and territorial borders. It 

has been often propounded that human rights notion is among the characteristics 

of globalization to the extent that they are very identical to each other. This 

situation has been in many occasions the source of inconvenience of many 

developing nations and the new economies like china, Thailand, Malaysia and as 

well as Indonesia. These countries had been somehow known to be against 

deliberate impact of the globalization. They argued that the globalization shall not 

be interpreted as totally globalize world, for the advantage will only be enjoyed by 

developed countries on the expense of the developing ones.


